
It's finally happening! On February 10th you can sign up to join this years lady*fest, taking place 
from 11-13th March in Lüneburg. 

This year, we will be taking sign ups online via the following link>

On Friday 11th lady*fest will be open to all genders.
And on Saturday and Sunday WLTI* only.

WLTI* stands for Wom@an, Lesbian, Transgender, Intersex  and * for all those non cis-male 
individuals who cannot identify themselves within the WLTI categories. You are cis when  your 
gender identity perceptions, where your' experiences of your own gender agree with the sex you 
were assigned at birth. You can also be cis when you haven't questioned your gender identity just  
because some one else put you in another category than you might have put yourself. 

For organisational reasons it's very important that you sign up even if you just want to attend a 
single workshop. 
Sign up here: https://ladyfestlueneburg.wordpress.com/anmeldung/ 

Once you've signed up, you will receive an email shortly before lady*fest takes place and once the 
full program is confirmed. At this time, you will be able to specify the workshop you would like to 
attend. 

The Program

Also this year we have a jam-packed program filled with both practical workshops and lectures 
including themes such as Self-assertion, Bookbinding, Performance, Racism and language, Sex-
positivity, Woman in exile, Critique of male dominance etc...

The confirmed evening schedule includes a performance by Foxy Jules and a Reading by Tanja 
Abou.

Most of the workshops and lectures will take place in German, however, if you very much want to 
participate and need either a translator or interpretor, please get in touch: ladyfest-
lueneburg@riseup.net. We will do our best to find a solution. 

The Program is not yet fully confirmed and we are still planning and organising the program as we 
write this email! More up-to-date information can be found on our website:

ladyfestlueneburg.wordpress.com

We are very much looking forward to an exciting and varied program of events!

With best wishes from all of us on the 
lady*fest Lüneburg 2016 crew.
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